INTRODUCTION

The term "blue chip" comes from the game of poker, where a blue chip holds the highest value. Blue-chip stocks are considered high-valued, supreme long-term investment vehicles. Historically, they have shown to generate growth in long-term portfolios. Blue-chip stocks are stocks of well-known and well-established companies. Blue-chip stocks have several characteristics that benefit investors in the long-run. Many stock market investors prefer blue chip stocks due to their stable earnings. Blue chip stocks usually pay increasing and consistent dividends over time to at least partially make up for any temporary declines in the stock's price. During economic slowdowns, investors turn to blue chip stocks to protect their investments. For example, during the financial crisis in the last decade, some blue chip companies survived the crisis and investors who held shares in these companies were able to recover their earnings. Investors in blue chip stocks are generally assured of receiving regular dividend payments and having their portfolios protected against inflation.

Blue-Chip Stock Stability
The majority of investors know blue-chip stocks have stable earnings. During an economic downturn, investors may turn to these safe havens because of their secure nature. Blue-chip companies offer security during periods of slowed growth due to their intelligent management teams and ability to generate stable profits. If the stock market is experiencing a bear market, investors don't need to worry about their investments in blue-chips because, generally, they recover.

Blue-Chips and Dividends
Many blue-chip stocks, historically, pay out dividends to their shareholders. Since blue-chip stocks do not move much in price, they offer dividends to make up for it. Blue-chip stocks have shown that, generally, they make increased and uninterrupted dividend payments over time. In the long-run, an investor can benefit from dividend payments and generate portfolio income. The dividend payments also help to protect against the adverse effects of inflation.

The Bottom Line
Blue-chips have strong balance sheets and cash flows, strong business models and strong, consistent growth. Many investors consider blue-chip stocks to be secure investments. Long-term investors can look for their investments in blue-chip stocks to grow steadily over time and to regularly receive dividend payments. In the event that you start checking the numbers, you'll see that the stocks can be classified into numerous gatherings. In light of the market capitalization, they can be characterized as small-cap, mid-cap, and large-cap organizations. In light of the stock attributes, there are arranged as growth stocks, value stocks, and dividends (income) stocks. In any case, there is one specific sort of stocks which gets a ton of consideration from each sort of speculators (fledglings to the prepared players) - and they are the BLUE CHIP stocks. In this post, we will examine what are blue chip organizations and the ten best blue chip organizations in India.
WHAT ARE BLUE CHIP ORGANIZATIONS?

Blue-chip stocks are viewed as high-esteem, preeminent long haul speculation vehicles. Truly, they have appeared to produce development in long haul portfolios. Blue-chip stocks will be supplies of understood and entrenched organizations. Blue-chip stocks have a few qualities that advantage speculators over the long haul. Most of financial specialists realize blue-chip stocks have stable income. During a financial downturn, speculators may go to these places of refuge on account of their protected nature. Blue-chip organizations offer security during times of eased back development because of their astute supervisory groups and capacity to produce stable benefits. On the off chance that the financial exchange is encountering a bear advertise, speculators don’t have to stress over their interests in blue-chips on the grounds that, for the most part, they recuperate.

Many blue-chip stocks, verifiably, pay out profits to their investors. Since blue-chip stocks don’t move much in value, they offer profits to compensate for it. Blue-chip stocks have demonstrated that, for the most part, they make expanded and continuous profit installments after some time. Over the long haul, a financial specialist can profit by profit installments and create portfolio salary. The profit installments help to secure against the unfriendly impacts of swelling.

Blue chips have solid monetary records and money streams, solid plans of action and solid steady development. Numerous financial specialists consider blue-chip stocks to be secure ventures. Long haul speculators can search for their interests in blue-chip stocks to develop relentlessly after some time and to get profit installments. At the point when a company can disseminate profits even in terrible occasions, it indicates how sure they are about their money inflows. Such guaranteed money inflow, can happen just when company is getting a charge out of solid upper hand. It is this upper hand that makes blue chip stocks so like-capable by all speculators.

Blue Chip Company is solid monetarily, with a strong reputation of creating profit and just a moderate measure of obligation. It likewise has a solid name in its industry with prevailing items or administrations. Regularly, these organizations are large companies that have been doing business for a long time and are viewed as entirely steady. Blue chip organizations in India are viewed as most stable stocks for contributing. When one puts resources into blue chip stocks, it is viewed as best for long haul returns. Basics of blue chip organizations are extremely solid. Blue chip stock organizations can make benefits even in terrible occasions. Henceforth master financial specialists give unique regard for these stocks. Blue chip stocks additionally show phenomenal profit installment history.

Blue chip organizations are large and settled organizations with a background marked by predictable execution. These organizations are monetarily solid (more often than not obligation free or exceptionally low obligations) and are capable to make due in the intense market circumstances. The greater part of the blue chip organizations are the market chiefs in their industry. Maybe a couple of the basic instances of blue chip organizations in India are HDFC Bank, ITC, Asian Paints, Maruti Suzuki and so forth.

10 BEST BLUE CHIP COMPANIES IN INDIA:

For what reason would they say they are called blue chips?

Oliver Gingold-who worked at Dow Jones, is credited to name the expression 'Blue Chip' in 1923. The term 'blue chips' ended up well known after he composed an article where he utilized 'Blue chips' to allude the stocks exchanging at a cost of $200 or more.

Despite the fact that Oliver Gingold utilized the term 'blue chips' for costly stocks, be that as it may, later individuals began utilizing this word all the more regularly to characterize astounding stocks (rather than expensive stocks).

WHAT ARE THE BUDGETARY ATTRIBUTES OF BLUE CHIP STOCKS?

Aside from the mark attributes examined above, here are not many key money related qualities of blue chip organizations –

1. Blue chip organizations have a large showcase capitalization - As a thumb rule, the market cap of the majority of the blue chip organizations in India is more prominent than Rs 20,000 Crores.
2. Great past execution: Blue chip organizations have a reputation of good past execution (like reliably expanding yearly income over a longhaul).
3. Low obligation to equity proportion: The bluest of the blue chips are (for the most part) obligation free stocks. Be that as it may, a lower and stable obligation to equity proportion can likewise be considered as a huge normal for blue chip organizations.
4. Great profit history: Blue chip organizations are known to compensate nice profits to their devoted investors.
Different attributes: Apart from the over four-couple of other key qualities of blue chip organizations are an exceptional yield on equity (ROE), high-interest inclusion proportion, low cost to deals proportion and so forth.

Since you have fathomed the basic thought, here is the once-over of top 10 best blue chip associations in India.

(Disclaimer—Please note that the associations referenced underneath rely upon the maker’s investigation and veritable conviction. It should not be considered as a stock proposition.)

**ITC**
Indian Tobacco Company (ITC) is one of the greatest combination company in India. ITC was shaped in August 1910 under the name of Imperial Tobacco Company of India Limited. It has an expanded business which incorporates five fragments: Fast-Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG), Hotels, Paperboards and Packaging, Agri-Business and Information Technology. Right now, ITC has more than 25,000 representatives. Starting at 2016, ITC Ltd sells 81 percent of the cigarettes in India. Maybe a couple of the real cigarette brands of ITC incorporate Will’s Navy Cut, Gold Flake Kings, Gold Flake Premium lights, Gold Flake Super Star, Insignia, India Kings and so forth.

Separated for the cigarette business, couple of other surely understood organizations of ITC are Aashirvaad, Mint-o, gum-o, B regular, Sunfeast, Candyman, Bingo!, Yippee!, Wills Lifestyle, John Players, Fiama Di Wills, Vivel, Essenza Di Wills, Superia, Engage, Classmate, PaperKraft and so on.

**HDFC BANK**
HDFC Bank is India’s driving banking and money related assistance company. It is India’s largest private division moneylender by resources and has 84,325 workers (as of March 2017).

HDFC Bank gives various items and administrations which incorporates Wholesale banking, Retail banking, Treasury, Auto (vehicle) Loans, Two Wheeler Loans, Personal Loans, Loan Against Property and Credit Cards. It is additionally the largest bank in India by market capitalization and was positioned 69th in 2016 BrandZ Top 100 Most Valuable Global Brands.

**Infosys**
Infosys Limited is an Indian global enterprise that gives business counseling, data innovation and redistributing administrations. It has its home office in Bengaluru, Karnataka, India. Infosys is the second-largest Indian IT company by 2017 and 596th largest open company on the planet regarding income. On April 19, 2018, its market capitalization was $37.32 billion.

Infosys primary business incorporates programming advancement, upkeep, and autonomous approval administrations to organizations in money, protection, fabricating and different spaces. It had a sum of 200,364 workers toward the finish of March 2017.

**HUL**
HUL is one of the largest Fast Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG) Company in India with a legacy of more than 80 years. It is an auxiliary of Unilever, a British Dutch Company. HUL's items incorporate nourishments, refreshments, cleaning operators, individual consideration items, and water purifiers. Hardly any acclaimed results of HUL are Lux, Lifebuoy, Surf Excel, Rin, Wheel, Fair and Lovely, Pond’s, Vaseline, Lakmé, Dove, Clinic Plus, Sunsilk, Pepsodent, Closeup, Ax, Brooke Bond, Bru, Knorr, Kissan, Kwality Walls and Pureit.

**Nestle India**
Nestle India is an auxiliary of Nestle SA of Switzerland—which is the world's largest nourishment and refreshments company. It was fused in the year 1956. Nestle India Ltd has 8 assembling offices and 4 branch workplaces in India. The Company has persistently centered its endeavors to more readily comprehend the changing ways of life of India and envision customer needs so as to give Taste, Nutrition, Health and Wellness through its item contributions. Barely any popular results of Nestle India are Maggi, Nescafe, KitKat, MUNCH, MILKY BAR, BARONE, NESTLE CLASSIC, ALPINO and so forth. (On 8 March 2018, Nestle Indias nourishment brand MAGGI finished 35 years of presence in India.)

**Eicher Motors**
Eicher Motors is a vehicle producer and parent company of Royal Enfield, a maker of extravagance cruisers. Illustrious Enfield has made its particular cruisers since 1901 which makes it the world’s most established bike brand in persistent generation. Illustrious Enfield works in more than 40 nations around the globe. The Eicher Group has broadened business interests in structure and improvement, assembling, and nearby and worldwide showcasing of trucks, transports, cruisers, car apparatuses, and segments.
Reliance Industries
This company needs no presentation. Reliance Industries is an Indian combination holding company and claims organizations crosswise over India occupied with vitality, petrochemicals, materials, characteristic assets, retail, and broadcast communications. In December 2015, Reliance Industries delicately propelled Jio (Reliance Jio Infocomm Limited) and it crossed 8.3 million clients as of January 2018. Dependence is one of the most beneficial organizations in India and the second largest traded on an open market company in India by market capitalization. On 18 October 2007, Reliance Industries turned into the primary Indian company to reach $100 billion market capitalization. It is additionally the most noteworthy personal citizen in the private division in India.

Asian Paints
Asian paint is one of the largest Indian paint company and maker. Since its establishment in 1942, Asian paint has progressed significantly to turn into India’s driving and Asia's fourth-largest paint company, with a turnover of Rs 170.85 billion. It works in 19 nations and has 26 paint fabricating offices on the planet, adjusting purchasers in more than 65 nations. Asian Paints is occupied with the matter of assembling, selling and dispersion of paints, coatings, items identified with home stylistic layout, shower fittings and giving of related administrations.

TCS
Goodbye Consultancy Services Limited (TCS) is an Indian worldwide data innovation (IT) administration, counseling and business arrangements company. It was built up in 1968 as a division of Tata Sons Limited. As of March 31, 2018, TCS utilized 394,998 experts. TCS is one of the largest Indian organizations by market capitalization (Rs 722,700 Crores as of June 2018). It is presently set among the most significant IT administrations brands around the world. TCS alone produces 70% profits of its parent company, Tata Sons.

Bajaj Auto
Bajaj Auto is a worldwide bike and three-wheeler Indian assembling company. It produces and sells bikes, bikes and auto rickshaws. Bajaj Auto was established by Jamnalal Bajaj in Rajasthan during the 1940s. It is the world’s 6th largest maker of bikes and the second-largest in India. Maybe a couple of the well known cruiser results of Bajaj Auto are Platina, Discover, Pulsar and Avenger and CT 100. In the three-wheeler fragment, it is the world’s largest maker and records for practically 84% of India’s three-wheeler trades.

CONCLUSION
After the examination, it was reasoned that Blue chip organizations have high showcase capitalization, solid money streams, relentless profit installments, strength of income, long history of profit, high acquiring per share, and are less unpredictable in nature when contrasted with non-blue chip organizations. Blue chip organizations are considered for safe speculation and prudent for preservationist class of speculators. Tata Consultancy has kept up its first position among other blue chip organizations over the long haul as far as Market Capitalization and Annual profit payout. Infosys Limited positions first in quite a while of Earning per Share and Cash Flows and Sun Pharmaceutical Industries Limited Leads as far as 5-years Total trailing returns.
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